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Abstract   In the previous section I of IV, we explore how a gravitational field is 

established.  In that section, a down-to-earth experiment reveals to us that the appearance 

of a gravitational field is a natural response of a high pressure fluid called Aether 

(picking up this term after the ancient Greeks).  When the Aether is displaced by any 

material tangible to us in the universe, its high pressure has a tendency to return the 

displaced portion back to the space that has been invaded.  It is this tendency that brings 

out the appearance of a gravitational field.  Wherever it appears, such a field must 

demonstrate a quality of isotropic infinity.  No more than natural, such a quality of 

infinity would incite us to have the gravitational field compared with other commonly 

found fields, such as electrical field and magnetic field.  Are these fields also relying on 

the same high pressure fluid for their establishment, because they apparently display the 

same isotropic infinity?  Led by this reasoning, logic elaboration cannot help but steer 

this article to get exposed to the following new concepts:     

1. Photon is a completely self-refuted concept. 

2. Bohr’s atom model is self-refuted. No elliptically close orbit around one single 

nucleus can be established for any electron.  The electrons rely on the fluid 

buoyance provided by Aether to keep their distance from the nucleus.  

3. Electrical repelling force and electrical attracting force are both resulted by 

pushing forces; the mother of the forces is the high pressure of Aether. 

4. Aether makes it inevitable that an electric rod in a magnetic field must move in a 

direction perpendicular to a plane formed by the magnetic flux and the electric 

current.   (Have we found any other theory that provides satisfactory explanation 

about this movement?) 

5. In the photoelectric effect experiment, it is the high pressure Aether fluid that “washes” 

the excited electrons so that they move in a direction against the incident light.  The 

traditional explanation of energy/momentum absorption for this direction (opposing a 

stiker) is illogical.  (Do we ever see a billiard ball that must run toward a cue that strikes 

it?) 

6. An electrical field is not a substance by itself, but it is a manifestation of the gradient 

arrangement of a substance surrounding the charge.  Such substance is never part of the 



electric charge but is a preexisting material fulfilling anywhere before the electric charge 

ever moves in to such a location.  Such a preexisting substance is the Aether.   

7. A magnetic field is not a substance by itself, but it is a manifestation of the spiral 

arrangement of a substance, which is the high pressure Aether.  The Aether is forced to 

align in such pattern either because the high pressure fluid must adjust itself in space 

corresponding to the shape of the nucleons or because it is excited to tentatively give way 

for the movement of some electric charges. The shape correspondence produces a static 

magnetic field such as those we found with a magnet bar; the movement of electrons 

produces a dynamic field such as those we found with induction coils or even as simple 

as an active electric conductor.       

8. Therefore, from above, no magnetic monopole can be found in nature.  

9. Naturally produced electromagnetic waves of higher frequency, such as X-ray, gamma 

ray, are generated by electrons that are located closer to the nucleus; low frequencies by 

electrons farther away from the nucleus.  Indeed, electrons producing low frequency EM 

waves have to move across a space of multiple nuclei to complete one wavelength of 

radiation.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. On the Nature of Light 

 
A.  Electrical Field 

Light is one form of electromagnetic wave.  If Aether fulfils every space, light cannot 

escape from moving through it once emitted.  This means that some electrical field and magnetic 

field are alternatively established along the path that light passes and moves on. Let’s first 

explore how an electric field is established with the Aether’s presence.  

Like air having different constituents such as oxygen, water vapor, nitrogen…, Aether 

should be a substance consisting of more than one single material component.   As such, it at 

least contains two kinds of substance as its absolute major constituents.  One of them is 

particularly sensitive to particles that carry negative charge.  It will be called negoff in this article.  

Negoff has its counterpart, which is particularly sensitive to a positive charge carrier.  This 

counterpart will be called posoff in this article. In an environment without the presence of an 

electrical charge carrier, a negoff and a posoff join each other and form one single steady 

combination that is electrically neutral.  The infinitive quantity of such neutral combinations, or 

particles, is the basic of the entire neutral Aether fluid.    The neutrality of Aether is disturbed 

when an electrical charge, such as an electron appears.  At the presence of an electron, the 

following will happen: 

(In all the continuous development of this article, electrons are chosen as the major 

charge particles for the convenience of illustration.  All principles so presented are equally true 

if applied with positrons or other positive charge particles, so long as the sign of charge is given 

corresponding consideration.)  

1. Certain amounts of negoffs will be dispelled and move away from the charge particle; 

2. Posoffs are thus pushed in by the intrinsic pressure po  of the Aether to fill the space 

that the negoffs have yielded; 

3. The manner for the moving away and filling- in to work out is determined by po , 

which forever displays a constant value in large distance although local deviation 

always shows up as we previously present in the analysis of gravitation, depending on 

the local condition;  

4. The mechanism of gravity stays unchanged toward any material gathering in any 

local environment where negoffs and posoffs lose their 1:1 balance, because gravity 

is caused and determined by the Aether’s intrinsic pressure, not by the density 

balance between negoffs and posoffs; 

5. The space distribution of posoffs around the charge particle obeys Gauss’s principle, 

which states that the electrical flux leaving a close surface equals the electric charge 

that this surface enclosed.  All above illustrations should therefor guide us to have the 

following picture: At distance closer to an electron, we have more posoffs than 

negoffs per unit volume because some negoffs must move out to adjust for the 

presence of the electron.  Correspondingly, at distance farther away from the electron, 

the difference between the posoffs and negoffs per unit volume becomes less 

dramatic.   However, given any imaginary spherical surface of radius R, the net 



difference between the posoffs and negoffs must equal to the net charges that this 

surface has enclosed.  Therefore, the conventional term of electrical flux should have 

a picture more to the point in telling us its nature: it is the quantity difference 

established between the posoffs and negoffs in space.  The so called electrical flux 

density is the difference between the posoffs and negoffs per unit volume at a point 

found on the aforementioned surface. The gradient of flux density is the gradient of 

the difference between negoffs and posoffs per unit volume.   At a distance infinitely 

far away from the charge, the difference approaches a zero value.   All these allows us 

to replace the concept of flux in the mathematical form of Gauss’s law with the 

density difference of negoffs and posoffs on and over a close surface and have the 

form written as   

 

∫ ∓|𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑔 − 𝜌𝑝𝑜𝑠 |𝑑𝑉 = ∫ ∈𝑜 𝐸𝑑𝑠                                (𝐸𝑞 − 1) 

 

 

where E is the electric field strength, ∈𝑜  is the permittivity in free space, 𝑑𝑠 is the 

element surface area, 𝑑𝑉  is the element volume, and  𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑔    together with   𝜌𝑝𝑜𝑠   

always obey  𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑔 + 𝜌𝑝𝑜𝑠 = 𝜌𝑜 .  𝜌𝑜  is the mass density of the neutral Aether.  

 

Please note, we use the term free space other than vacuum space here.  In this article, 

vacuum space is only the space where no Aether particle can fill in because of geometrical 

reason.  To create such space but in volume bigger than an Aether particle is forever 

beyond the reach of the human effort.  

 

With Eq-1, we can say that an electric field strength at any point in space is an 

interpretation of the density difference between negoffs and posoffs.  The other way to 

understand it is like this: it is the difference in density between the negoffs and posoffs that has 

established an electrical field. 

If 𝜌𝑜  is the mass density that matches the Aether’s intrinsic pressure Po , it is reasonable 

to consider that in the space enveloped by any sphere of radius R, the average volume density of 

negoff is equal to 0.5 𝜌𝑜   .  Therefore, when an electric charge of q Coulomb presents inside a 

spherical Gaussian surface of radius R, we can have  

 

𝑞 ∙ 𝛼 + ∫ 𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑔 𝑑𝑉
𝑅

𝑟

4𝜋
3

(𝑅 − 𝑟)3
= 0.5𝜌𝑜                                        (𝐸𝑞 − 2) 

where  ρneq represents the particle number of negoff per unit volume after the  electrical charge 

                   appears, 

  V is the volume under interest, 

  r is the radius of the charge particle if the particle can be considered as a sphere. 



𝛼 is a constant to be determined by future experiment. At the present, the numerical 

value of the Aether’s high pressure is still unable to be accurately accessible. The size of 

the Aether particle is still unknown. The meaning of this constant is the quantity of 

negoff to be displaced by each unit charge in the immediate vicinity of this unit charge.  

It is possible that the permittivity and permeability may offer great help in pursuing after 

these two values.   

             

Since 𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑔 + 𝜌𝑝𝑜𝑠 = 𝜌𝑜 , where ρpos is the particle number of posoff per unit volume, Eq-

2 can also be expressed as  

            

∫ ( 𝜌𝑜 −  𝜌𝑝𝑜𝑠 )𝑑𝑉
𝑅

𝑟

4𝜋
3 (𝑅 − 𝑟)3

 

= 0.5 𝜌𝑜         (𝐸𝑞 − 3) 

Eq-3 now should help us to recognize that what is traditionally called electrical charge is 

actually some particles toward which Aether offers no space tolerance and therefore such 

particles and certain constituents of the Aether must dispel each other.  Embraced by the infinite 

quantity of Aether, the “charge” particles is 

responsible for initiating the dispelling action.  

However, Newton’s third law in mechanics 

must require that the charge particle and the 

corresponding Aether constituents have to 

reciprocally dispel each other.  The quantity of 

charge, or the strength of a charge particle, is 

therefore a measurement of how much 

objection that one material party, such as an 

electron, senses about the existence of the 

other party, such as the negoffs, and vice versa.        

 Referring to Fig 1(a), with the help of Eq-

2 and 3, we can easily see that at area A and C, 

the density of negoffs is symmetrically equal 

to each other, and so is the density of posoffs 

but with a higher absolute value, of course.  At 

B, however, the density of negoffs is lower 

than that at A and C, but the density of posoffs 

is higher than that at A and C.  Motivated by 

the Aether's intrinsic pressure for a tendency to 

restore the 1:1 balance between negoffs and 

posoffs, the posoffs at B with higher value 

than at A and C would push both charges away 

from each other, creating a phenomenon that 

like charges repel each other.  As the two 



charges moving away, the density of negoffs at B gets higher while that of posoffs gets lower.  

The negoff and posoff density at B would gradually restore the 1:1 balance if the two charges are 

pushed to infinitely far away from each other.     

In Fig. 1(b), at area B, the density of posoffs is caused to be lower than that of area A by 

the positive charge.  Meanwhile, the density of negoff at B is caused to be lower than that at area 

C by the negative charge. The density deficit of both creates a lower pressure in area B.  This 

lower pressure develops a tendency to have both charges moving toward each other. The density 

of both in the environment would be restored to normal if both charges can be pushed to have 

zero distance from each other.   The moving-toward-each-other has been conventionally believed 

as an attraction, which now can be clearly explained as a result of a pair of pushing force 

pointing at one common point.   Now, all analyses reveal to us that, in both cases of gravity and 

electricity, attraction between two objects is made possible if they are pushed toward each other, 

but the pushing is realized by an “unseen” medium.  “Attraction” has been only an illusion; we 

human beings have been deceived by nature for too long!   

Suppose there are two point charges of 1x10-6 coulombs each that are 0.1412 meters 

away from each other in space.  Calculation shows that the force they repel each other is 0.44 

newton.    If each point charge is consisted of electrons only, with the data that 1 coulomb of 

charge is equivalent to the charge of 6.3x1018 electrons and the mass of one electron is 9.1x10-

31 kg, the mass of each point charge is 5.74x10-18 kg.  The acceleration produced by the force of 

0.44 newton on each charge particle would be 7.7x1013  km/sec2, either to be moving away (for 

the like kind of charge) or toward (for the opposite charges) each other at the absence of 

interference of any foreign force.  There is no doubt that this acceleration is too huge a value for 

us to comprehend with our daily experience.  The point to present this value is to remind us what 

kind of barbaric force could have been behind the scene that compels the process of all electrical 

phenomena.  Such a barbaric force can be possible only if the medium exerting such a force has 

high material compactness under high pressure.  It is because of such high compac tness and high 

pressure that light is born with a speed of 300,000  km/sec2.   Let’s marvel the intrinsic power of 

Aether!   

Let’s further suppose that for any special volume that is filled with only negoffs of 

density of ρneg and posoffs with density of ρpos,  with Po as the intrinsic pressure for the Aether in 

the big picture.  The pressure 𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑔  contributed by negoffs should be found as:  

 

𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑔 = 𝑃𝑜 ∙
𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑔

𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑔 + 𝜌𝑝𝑜𝑠

              (𝐸𝑞 − 4) 

 

and the pressure contributed by posoffs is   

  

𝑃𝑝𝑜𝑠 = 𝑃𝑜 ∙
𝜌𝑝𝑜𝑠

𝜌𝑛𝑒𝑔 + 𝜌𝑝𝑜𝑠

              (𝐸𝑞 − 5) 



At space closer and closer to a negative charge particle, the ratio ρpos / ρneg (or ρneg /ρpos  

for a positive charge) becomes bigger and bigger, and the potential of restoring the 1:1  balance 

between the posoffs and negoffs becomes stronger and stronger. Subsequently, due to the high 

pressure of Aether, electrical charge interaction, repelling or “attraction”, between two charge 

particles would inevitably end up with far more violence than gravitational interaction.  On the 

other hand, the reason for gravitational potential to appear is only because the same fluid “wants” 

to return to the place from where it is displaced.  The potential to induce such returning only rely 

on material density difference between locations.   All this is to say that the happening of 

gravitational interaction depends on material density difference over a long distance, but 

electrical interaction depends on material density difference just at the door step.    

 Now, let an electron in space move away at speed v from the origin of an axis called X 

and toward the + direction. Assuming the mass center of the electron is on the X axis all the time.  

Due to the formidable intrinsic pressure of the Aether, a sphere of infinite radius with the 

following description must follow the electron’s movement in no time―well, nearly no time: 

Centered about this electron, this sphere contains negoffs and posoffs whose distribution is 

determined by Eq-2, Eq-3 or Eq-4, Eq-5.   During the movement of the electron, some negoff 

shifts location and so would some posoff accordingly.   Fundamentally, a negoff on a plane 

vertical to the electron’s moving direction but ahead of the electron will move away from the 

electron.   If its direct distance from the electron is h, its initial speed w in responding to the 

movement of the electron is 

𝑤 = 𝑣 cos 𝛼                       (𝐸𝑞 − 6) 

where α is the angle between h and the X axis. However, its location shift caused by this 

movement is not to keep forever the same distance from the electron, but to stop quickly at 

where the instantaneous density distribution determined by Eq-2, Eq-3 or Eq-4, or Eq-5 is 

satisfied.  The same description is applicable to those in the plane lagging behind the electron.  

But instead of moving ahead and away, these lagging electrons would follow the electron.  

For a volume keeping the same negoff-posoff distribution, it will keep mimicking the 

movement of the electron with high fidelity in every aspect, no matter what distance h this 

volume is from the electron.  So stating, again, we must keep in mind that what is described as 

moving is the mathematical distribution per unit volume of the negoffs and posoffs, but not any 

actual physical displacement over a distance made by any individual particle of negoff or posoff.  

With respect to any fix spatial point in space, the information motivating the movement of the 

mathematical distribution of negoffs and posoffs is not propagating at speed indicated by Eq-6, 

but another speed, the speed of light, c.  Let’s use Fig 2 to help the explanation.   



Suppose the negoff density at A’ in 

Fig 2 is  𝜌𝐴′
𝐴  when the electron is at A.  At 

this moment, the density of negoff at B’ is 

noted as 𝜌𝐵′
𝐴 .  Obviously,  𝜌𝐵′

𝐴 ≠ 𝜌𝐴′
𝐴 .  When 

the electron moves to B, the negoff density 

at B’ becomes 𝜌𝐵′
𝐵 = 𝜌𝐴′

𝐴 , and the negoff at 

A’ now becomes 𝜌𝐴′
𝐵 = 𝜌𝐵′

𝐴 .  Now, let’s 

explore several simple cases: 

(1) If the electron stays at B 

permanently, the above distributions at A’ 

and B’, after the swapped, will also stay 

permanently. 

(2) If the electron goes back to A, 

the negoff density at A’ and B’ will restore 

back to 𝜌𝐴′
𝐴  and 𝜌𝐵′

𝐴  respectively.   

(3) If the electron moves back 

and forth between A and B every 0.001 second, the restoration of the distributions of 

negoffs and posoffs at A’ and B’ also swap every 0.001 second.  However, all the 

swapping between A’ and B’ happens at a time t that is lagging behind the election’s 

movement by an amount determined by Δt=h/c.  At this point it would have become 

natural for the readers to conceive that, as h increases, the swapping intensity will 

reduce while the swapping frequency would take the same as the electron’s 

oscillation frequency.  

 

All the above analysis can be applied to the spatial point A’’ and B” in Fig 2.  If there is 

an electron at A”, the swapping of density of negoffs and posoffs must be herded moving 

accordingly there but at reduced intensity.  Typically, when the movement of a volume 

containing the proper mathematical distribution of negoffs and posoffs stops at B” (because the 

electron at B stops), the information governing such stopping never stops there, but continues to 

propagate away along the +X axis to infinity.  The same happens to the information that drives 

the volume of proper mathematical distribution back to A”.  The propagation of the information 

is realized relying on the pressure transfer of the Aether fluid.  

  

Now, after all this, we can conclude that two charge particles in space can send 

information between each other at the absence of traveling of any actual physical packet 

serving as a messenger from one to another.  The Aether is always there serving their need.   

So, in an alternative electrical current, no electron is made to move from the generator to the 

consuming unit, but the electrons are made moving back and forth near the same location.  

Without the existence of Aether, alternative current cannot exist. 

 

  

 



B. Magnetic Field 

 

So far, we have treated the negoffs and posoffs as simple 

marble shape particles without too much concern about their 

geometrical shape. Indeed, for particles so small, a direct 

observation of their shape is impossible.  However, this author 

believe that human activity has accumulated enough facts that 

can serve as inference suggesting to us that both negoffs and 

posoffs have certain spiral structure.  Simply, all DNA molecules  

carry spiral structure (Fig. 3).  They would not be so “carved” 

without a reason―each atom in the DNA can only stay at where 

the Aether grounds it, but the topography of such a ground is laid 

by the Aether particles.    

Fig 4(a) shows a rod with screw threads projected on a 
plane. When the rod is flipped upside down as show in (b), the 

thread orientation causes no difference in our viewing.  If the 
thread rod (a) and (b) merge as one along their axle line, either in 
the order of (c) or (d), the new rod will not distinguish itself from 

the olds except in length.  We call this type of thread reversible 
thread. 

 
Fig 5(a) shows a rod with screw threads running in the 

same direction as that in Fig 4(a), but each thread is consisted of 

tiny directional elements.  When the rod of Fig 5(a) is 

flipped upside down as show in Fig 5(b), these two rods 

must distinguish each other in our view.  Arranging 

multiple rods shaped with such threads in similar way as 

shown in Fig 4, we find that the threads in the new 

combinations shown in Fig 5(d) display disagreement 

between each other.  So do display the threads in the new 

combination Fig 5(f).   We call these threads with 

directional elements irreversible threads.  With such 

threads, however, we do find combination of good 

agreement such as what are shown in Fig 5(c) and (e). 

 

We all have experience that two magnet bars must 

expel each other if they are placed side by side with the 

same pole orientation.  They would also repel each other 

if they are placed together but with the same pole 

pointing at each other.   This leads us to reason that what 

happens if the magnetic flux is thread lines that have 

direction elements by themselves.  We all see no magnet 

bar ever showing any characteristics of screw thread.  



The screw thread characteristic, if any, such as 

what is demonstrated by the DNA helix, then 

could only exist in the microscopic world.   

  

All magnetic flux lines seem to have 

direction, but they show no distinctive starting 

point or end point.   This allows each screw 

thread, if any flux line is consisted of screw 

threads, of any length to run itself in either of 

two manners: either looping back to itself or 

running absolutely straight forever.  Practice has 

revealed to us only one choice: lopping back.   

Further, we can always cut a magnetic bar in 

two separate halves, but we can never cut the 

magnetic flux loops in any two separate halves.  

Given that the Aether particles are so 

omnipresent, we can say that all flux lines, 

regardless of size, must invade into where 

Aether resides.  Their invisibility can thus 

enable us to claim that the Aether has offered 

itself for the formation of these lines and, once 

formed, they can extend themselves to cover the 

“empty” space at infinitely remote space.    The high intrinsic pressure Po of Aether will allow no 

time for any flux loop to be cut and retains its “wound” without instant “self-repair”.   

 

Let’s draw a flux loop for a magnetic bar so that the loop is consisted of many sections of 

screw rods. (With these rods we only take advantage of the image of the screw threads for our 

illustration; none of these rods has the nature of a solid piece of material.)   Obviously, screw 

rods with reversible threads cannot satisfy our purpose, because reversible thread, as shown by 

Fig 4(a) and (b), cannot bring out polarity characteristics. So, irreversible threads are our choice 

in constructing such loops.  In so drawing, each segment of the screw rod along a flux line is an 

exact duplicate of the neighboring one but with certain angle adjustment following the bending 

of the flux lines.        



Fig 6 shows two magnet bars are placed side by side with the same polarity orientation.  

In the drawing, each segment of the screw rod along a flux line is an exact duplicate of the 

neighboring one but with certain angle adjustment following the bending of the flux line.     

When the two bars approach each other, segment d4 and d5 from the right bar shows agreement 

with segment a4 and a5 from the left bar.  Agreement between them generates “attraction”, 

because they can tolerate each other within a bigger helix carrying the same directional elements.  

So far we have had enough to know that attraction expressed by Aether is a result of pushing 

force from somewhere else. Now, the agreement shown by d4, d5, a4, and a5 creates a pit for 

such pushing force from the overall pressure of the Aether to result in a local attraction.   As 

these few segments further approach, however, segments showing screw thread disagreement  

appear to play some stronger and stronger role, such as those between (d3, d2, d1) and (a1, a2, 

a3), as well as between those between (d6, d7, d8) and (a8, a7, a6).  Disagreement between 

threads results in repelling force.  So, if the two bars approach each other with the same pole 

orientation, competition between attracting force and repelling force is introduced.   

At the time disagreement shows comparatively strong, (d4, d5) would have getting even 

closer to the axial line of the left bar, encountering segments similar to (a4, a5) from other loops 

in area of higher flux density (not shown here, but it is understandable that flux density gets 

higher near the bar).  The same thing happens when (a4, a5) approach the axial line of the bar on 

the right.  When the two bars are forced to have body contact with each other, the flux lines 

within their body put up a situation like what is depicted in Fig 5(e). The overall result between 

the competition of the attracting force and the repelling force for this situation is like this:  For 



shorter bars carrying strong field, the two bars repel each other; for longer bars carrying weaker 

fields, the two bar may show certain affinity and stay together but with low stability.   

    

Fig 7 shows two magnet bars placed side by side with opposite pole orientation.  That 

these two bars will attract each other is quite straightforward as they approach each other.   

Segment (a4, a5) and segment (c4, c5) display disagreement on thread running right at their 

encountering.  However, there are many more segments showing agreement.  They are (a1, a2, 

a3) and ( c6, c7, c8) as one group, as well as (a6, a7, a8) and (c1,c2, c3) as another group.   

 

Fig 8 shows two magnet bars place end to end along the same axial line and with the 

same pole orientation.  This arrangement shows the agreement of screw thread highly 

concentrated at their axial line.  Therefore, the “attracting” force in this diagram is far stronger 

than the attracting force resulted in Fig 7.  Fig 9 shows two bars placed end to end with opposite 

pole orientation.  No need to go in detail, strong repelling force between them is inevitable.    



 

If we have accepted that the quantity of charge carried by a charge particle is its ability to 

dispel negoffs or posoffs, now, we are coming to a point to take a similar idea how to relate 

magnetic strength with the alignment of negoffs and posoffs.   Screw thread on a rod is a helix 

line.  A string of particle alignment consisted of Aether particles can be regard as a rod in 

mathematical effect.  If each particle is composed of sub-particles that have certain screw threat 

characteristic and the thread is in effect continuous from particle to particle, then this rod is 

entwined by one or multiple screw threads, or helixes.  If agreement can happen between two 

helixes running in the same direction, and if agreement also causes attraction, we can come to a 

logical conclusion that if there is no twisting on the Aether rod, there would be no attractive fore 



at all.  The further logical conclusion is that the more severely a screw thread shows twisting, the 

higher the attractive force would become between two Aether-screw rods bearing the same kind 

of threads. The phrase “the more severely a screw thread shows twisting” means more turns to be 

completed for a helix progressing in the same length along its axis.  Similar description for the 

repelling force to appear is equally true.   So, in short, we can say that magnetism is the 

description how strenuously negoffs and posoffs have been made fit into a helix arrangement.   

 

All above elaborations about magnetism give us an idea that magnetic flux lines are 

constructed with helix lines and each line completes itself from end to end as a loop.    It is the 

running and twisting direction of the helix lines that determines the attraction or repelling 

between two magnetic fields.  With this in mind, we can entitle ourselves with a confidence that 

no magnetic monopole is needed to have any magnetic field to be established, and indeed, it 

is highly likely no such thing would have ever existed in nature.   We now also further entitle 

ourselves with the following imagination: at space further away from a magnetic body, the 

helixes comprising the magnetic flux lines would have larger radius and less turns for the same 

axial advancement.     With a larger radius, of course, the helix would embrace an Aether rod of 

bigger diameter.  In the material world, the magnetic flux lines may not appear as clear cut as 

what is presented here.  Instead, inside the “column” embracing by a helix, there may exist some 

helixes entwining smaller columns (Fig 10).   Even 

more dramatically, lines are possibly intertwining 

themselves, too.  All can be said is that they all run 

and twisting in the same direction while the big 

ones and small ones are so mixed with each other.   

That this is so resulted is because any Aether 

particle of an infinite quantity can join the 

alignment, and each of the particles is tightly 

packed against any of its neighbor particles.    

 

Now, the introduction of the following few 

concepts should come natural: 

  

1. The movement of any charge particle 

must cause the redistribution of the negoffs and 

posoffs at any fixed location in space.  Their density 

distribution at each location will restore to the 

original condition after the charge particle moves 

away.   

2. The movement of each negoff or 

posoff is limited to satisfy the density redistribution 

in its neighborhood instead of duplicating the exact 

linear displacement of the charge particle that has 

caused them to redistribute.  



3. The movement of each negoff or posoff is not in a straight line but along some helix.  

When they are forced to separate from each other, they are merely made to slide on 

each other like a small object moving along the spiral groove of a drill bit.   

4. As they so slide over each other they cause the Aether particles as an entirety to 

appear “twisted” in their alignment.  This situation manifests itself as magnetism in 

our recognition.  

5. The same magnetic alignment pattern follows the movement of the charge particle so 

that the intensity of the “twisting” in the vicinity of this charge particle remains the 

same regardless how it is moving.  

6. Any charge particle moving at any location where this twisting or helical alignment 

of Aether already exists must be forced to move in correspondence with the force that 

such helixes exerts.   

With all these concepts, the mechanism of Eddy current and the Faraday’s induction law 

should be well explained. This article will not pursue their details here.  Instead, we are going to 

explain why a conductor carrying electric current in a magnetic field must move in a direction 

perpendicular to the plane formed by the magnetic flux and the current’s direction.  

  

C. The Inevitable Curving Movement for an Electron in the Magnetic Field  
 

In Fig 11, an electron (assumed in spherical 

shape) moves through the Aether fluid along the 

+X direction.  In the space it is invading, the 

fluid is going to be displaced while the space it 

leaves behind is to be filled by the fluid.   Let 

there be a plane attached to this electron and this 

plane is perpendicular to the electron’s moving 

direction.  On this plane, the action of space 

exchange among all the fluid particles that have 

the same distance from the electron will happen 

with the same chance, same manner, and same 

intensity.    This means that a circle of the exact 

phenomenon surrounding the electron is 

established by these fluid particles. The most 

essential part of the phenomenon is that the 

negoffs are dispelled from the plane and posoffs 

filling in.   The dispelling and filling- in are done 

only in the way that the negoffs and posoffs 

sliding over each other.  When they slide on 

each other, helixes are formed; two parallel 

helixes but 180o out of phase can form a spiral 

ribbon (Fig 12).   In other words, as the electron 



ball moves, a perfectly circular loop, in the form of a 

spiral ribbon, is organized with the materials offered 

by the Aether fluid. A multitude of loops appear along 

various orbits surrounding the moving electron.   Each 

differs from the neighboring one in orbit radius and 

twisting degree.   The helixes forming each spiral loop 

get wider and wider in diameter with less twisting in 

distance farther from the electron.   Of course, all 

spiral ribbons so organized by Aether have the same 

running direction, either termed as left hand or right 

handed. 

 

In Fig 13 a magnet is placed underneath the 

moving electron.  All the flux lines from this magnet 

point toward the +Z direction.  From any spiral loop 

surrounding the moving electron, between the section 

near a and the section near b, with respect to the flux 

from the magnet,  only one of them is having the same 

twisting direction that is in harmony with that of the 

magnet’s flux lines, which are also spiral ribbons (but 

in far bigger loops).  The other section is in opposite 

direction of, or in disharmony with, that of the flux 

lines.  All these harmony and disharmony between 

spiral directions force the electron to move toward the 

area where harmony is more favorable while being 

pushed away from where disharmony is more 

overwhelmed.   

 

Experience tells us that the electron in Fig 13 

will receive a force that points toward the “―” Y 

direction.  This means that the spiral ribbon section of 

the loop at b has the same twisting direction as that of 

the magnetic flux lines from the magnet;  the ribbon 

near a  has the opposite twisting direction.  

Conversely speaking, without an omnipresent fluidic 

substance for an electron to “swim” within, that an 

electron must continuously have its moving direction 

deviate in a magnetic field has to meet an 

insurmountable difficulty in explanation.  Aether now 

gives us the key.  The fix quantitative relationship 

established between the electric charge strength, 

magnetic strength, moving speed and direction of the 

electron all require that the sub-particles of the Aether 



fluid must have a fix pattern of alignment corresponding to all these values.  A pattern of spiral 

ribbon so far seems offering the most convincing possibility for all these to happen.   

 

Now, if the electron in Fig 11 (without the magnet in Fig 13) moves toward the –X 

direction,  the situation at any point in space regarding the density distribution and directional 

arrangement of the negoffs and posoff must be reversed.  However, we cannot say everything in 

the Aether fluid is then returned to a state showing zero net change.  When it moves toward +X, 

it launches a pulse down the road causing negoffs and posoffs to redistribute and realign all the 

way to infinity.  When it moves toward –X, the pulse would not stop but continuous its original 

propagation at speed of light.   Not only that, when the electron starts its –X trip, it just sends 

down the same road another pulse that follows the first pulse at the same speed.  Of course, in 

the second pulse, the negoffs and posoffs would move in opposite direction in completing their 

density redistribution and alignment.  With each changing direction of the electron, a new pulse 

is sent.   Pulse after pulse, the electron busy changing its moving direction between two locations 

is sending the so called electromagnetic waves in space.    When such waves fall into certain 

range of frequency, it is call radio wave…infrared… visible light… X ray, and gamma ray 

respectively.    

 

In the debate of the duality of light, some people consider that the concept of photon has 

given the duality a perfect conclusive support.    Einstein’s relativity and the concept of photon 

appear to them supporting each other.  Photon, if valid, must reject the acceptance of Aether.  

Relying on general relativity for further derivation, an idea called gravitational lens is proposed 

by Einstein.  Ironically, without his awareness, gravitational lens as a confirmed observational 

fact turns out supporting the existence of Aether.   

 

A light beam refracts when entering one material from another material.    The angle of 

refraction ɵ2 is smaller than the angle of incidence ɵ1   if the material that the beam leaves is less 

dense than the material it enters. This phenomenon from “classical physics” can be well applied 

in explaining gravitational lens if we take advantage of the acceptance of Aether.  

  

In our exploration about gravity, we mention that Aether has its particle density higher at 

space closer to a bubble.      The ability for the bubble to dispel the Aether particles has nothing 

to do with the bubble’s material nature but its size.  So, when a light beam passes by the bubble, 

the beam is entering a region of thicker and thick density of Aether particles.   Subsequently, the 

beam must bend toward the bubble.  Facing this on-coming beam that has been so bent, an 

observer will feel the apparent position of the light source “higher” than its actual position.  The 

symmetrical appearance of the same light source on both side of the bubble then leads to an 

effect of seeing two image of the light source by the observer.  But the symmetrical appearance  

can be found in any orientation centered about the bubble’s center, and the effect of gravity lens 

thus results.  Going to an ideal extreme, the light source can appear as a ring surrounding the 

gravity body that provides the lens effect in the observation.  Of course, in astronomical 

observation, a gravity body that provides such effect is not a simple bubble, but is a huge 



collection of bubbles, as suggested in Fig 7 in article section I of IV.  In that picture, within each 

bubble resides a proton, or a neutron, or an electron…  

 

While a gravity body in an astronomical distance is too big an object in rendering us 

inference regarding how Aether has higher density in its vicinity, there is certainly some objects 

far smaller in the human’s close environment providing the same inference.  One typical 

example is the cathode in the setup demonstrating photoelectric effect.  It is because Aether has 

denser gathering near the cathode’s surface that makes photoelectric effect possible.     

 

 

C. Photoelectric Effect 

 

Although Einstein’s relativity is mathematically self- refuted [1], luck does seem favoring 

him.  Besides gravity lens, he has another work, earns heavy respect in the science world.  It is 

his photoelectric effect equation that summarizes the linear relationship between the kinematic 

energy of an electron and the frequency of the light that excites the electron.  While his equation 

mathematically portrays well the relationship between the energy and frequency, the explanation 

backing the establishment of this equation needs a concept called photon to gain ground.  That 

photon is proposed is to take care of some discrete energy phenomenon from which the Plank’s 

constant is derived.    

 

There is a serious physical problem with photon: Is a light beam consisted of one single 

photon or a multitude of photons?  Obviously one photon is an unacceptable answer as it 

destroys the sense of discreteness.  But to take multiple photons as the answer, it must mean 

spatial separation between photons.  Then, what is the distance d (Fig 14) between the photons in 

the direction of their traveling? If the wave length of the light has been assigned as a photon’s 

characteristic, d must be something else. Allowing d=0, photons can no longer be distinctive 

between each other, making the light beam as one photon, unacceptable as previously analyzed. 

Allowing d>0, however, the regular interval of such repeated distances must mean that a wave of 

another frequency has been interfering the light itself.  Then, both mathematics and physics must 

lead us to see certain beat in the entire light beam, any light beam.  If no such beats are detected, 

the frequency represented by d is unfound, then “photons” have been separated by nothing.   In 

other words, photon as a concept cannot survive the test of math logic and physical logic.  

 

There is another yet far more serious 

problem.  The conventional explanation about 

the electrons’ movement in the photoelectric 

effect is that they absorb the momentum of the 

photons and fly away from the cathode.  

However, the flying direction is opposite to the 

photons’ incident direction (Fig 15).  To take 

this explanation for granted is to accept that a 

billiard ball must run toward a cue rather than 



running away after being stricken by the cue.  

Neither can we owe this movement of “moving-

against” to the influence of the applied voltage 

between the anode and the cathode.  

Photoelectric effect exists without the presence 

of the applied voltage (Fig 16).    

 

While that the on-coming momentum 

carried by something is responded with a 

momentum in opposite direction by something 

else looks so impossible, we do find some case 

in which such impossibility would happen.   As 

an analogy, Fig 17 gives such an example.  This 

analogy tells us that the “moving-against” 

movement can be realized but needs a proper 

set up or agent to realize the conversion of 

momentum.    

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conventionally, we are told that the space between the cathode and the anode is in 

vacuum state.  This means that no tangible material of any kind can be found there to serve as a 

momentum converting agent like what the seesaw does in Fig 17.   However, the electron being 

able to travel at opposite direction of the incident light must immediately discredit the idea of 

vacuum; an agent is acting there to transport the electrons in a direction against the on-coming 

striking light beam.  While we think we can exclude anything else in a vacuum that our 

experience has entitled us so far, we cannot exclude the Aether fluid to appear there.  The Aether 

fluid with its huge pressure is omnipresent. 

 

As the inevitable result of its huge pressure, Aether as a fluid has higher density in the 

immediate vicinity of a tangible material particle than in space farther away.  This density 

difference in the neighborhood of a material particle has been a principle for the establishment of 

a gravitational field. Then naturally, near a nucleus, an electron would always sense a floating 

force from the Aether.  With such force, the electron must feel easier to move away from the 

nucleus than to approach it.      

 

Because of the strong floating force produced by Aether, it is unnecessary as well as 

impossible for an electron to rely on centrifugal force to gain its distance from a nucleus.  At 

distance nearer and nearer the nucleus, the Aether’s armor effect is getting stronger and stronger. 

No electrons can maintain a perpetual undamped movement there.  At bigger distance away from 

a nucleus, the electrons have more and more freedom to move around, but still no circular flying 

is possible (more details in later text).   The freedom is even so liberal that the electrons at the 

surface of some material sample can easily be made flying away under certain condition, such as 

shone by light above certain frequency, even at the absence of foreign voltage.  This freedom is 

witnessed by the current represented by curve segment B in Fig. 16, the plot of photoelectric 

effect.    

An electron, if excited to move by light, it must move in the direction confined by the light’s 

propagating direction.  Striking at the surface of an anode, the light waves would influence the 

electron to move either toward the nucleus or further away from it.  When moving toward a 

nucleus, the electron would be resisted by an increasing floating force; when moving away, the 

electron will be pulled back by an electrically attractive force.  Oscillating back and forth many 

times under the competition between these two forces, if the “away” journey can accumulate a 

bigger net distance than the “toward” journey, the electron can eventually get out of the grip of 

the nucleus.  Photoelectric effect thus shows up.   If the two distances end up equal, of course, 

the electron can only still be “jailed”.  

When the light exerts its influence on the electron’s movement, only one half of a period of 

its influence is to help freeing the electron (corresponding to an electron at the light source 

moving away from the nucleus at the anode), but in the other half, it helps the protons’ pulling in 

to jail the electron (corresponding to an electron at the source moving toward the nucleus at the 

anode).   In Fig 18, the fluid pressure exerts a force F1 on the electron, and the electron 

experiences a pulling force F2 from the protons.  The resulted force F exerted on the electron is 



𝐹 = 𝐹1 − 𝐹2                          (𝐸𝑞 − 7) 

Assuming the area of the large circle of the electron ball to be 𝜎, the fluid pressure on the 

surface of the hypothetical sphere of radius r to be P, and the distance between the electron and 

the nucleus to be r, we have  

𝐹1 = 𝜎 ∙ 𝑃 = 𝜎 ∙
𝐶{𝑃𝑜}

𝑟2
                (𝐸𝑞 − 8) 

where 𝐶{𝑃𝑜}  is a constant value of pressure that is predetermined by the Aether’s intrinsic value 

𝑃𝑜 and the radius of the nucleus.   

As to F2, the pulling force, or the electrical attractive force from the protons, Coulomb’s law 

gives us 

𝐹2 = 𝑘 ∙
𝑄𝑞

𝑟2
                      (𝐸𝑞 − 9) 

 

where k is the Coulomb constant, q represents the charge the electron carries and Q represents 

the total charge the nucleus carries.   

Now, Eq-7 can be further written as  



𝐹 = 𝜎 ∙
𝐶{𝑃𝑜} 

𝑟2
− 𝑘 ∙

𝑄𝑞

𝑟2
 

     = (𝜎𝐶{𝑃𝑜}  − 𝑘𝑄𝑞) ∙
1

𝑟2
 

     = 𝐿 ∙
1

𝑟2
                (𝐸𝑞 − 10) 

         

where L stands as a constant in place of (𝜎𝐶{𝑃𝑜}  − 𝑘𝑄𝑞).  

However, during the movement of the electron, it may encounter some resistance force, 

because its movement must also cause negoffs and posoffs in its environment to redistribute and 

realign.  Therefore, we can put all these forces as a resultant force ∑ 𝐹  and place it on the left 

side of Eq-10.  Eq-10 can then be rewritten as  

∑ 𝐹 = 𝐿 ∙
1

𝑟2
                        (𝐸𝑞 − 11) 

 Suppose during one half cycle of the light, the electron reaches its shortest distance ra 

from the nucleus, and during another half cycle, it reaches the farthest distance rb from the 

nucleus.  All the energy E supporting the movement of the electron and its capability in 

overcoming resistance is from the light.   The portion supporting the movement will eventually 

converted to kinetic energy Ek and potential energy Ep (with respected to the nucleus) and stored 

by the electron.  The portion for it to overcome resistance, Er, will be dissipated and lost to the 

space forever.  When the electron reaches rb , we have Ek=0.  The total energy E the light ever 

supplies during this half period is (1) the potential energy 𝐸𝑃
𝑏 that the electron now retains plus (2) 

the energy 𝐸𝑟
𝑎𝑏  that is ever needed for the electron to overcome the resistance on the moving 

path but now lost.  So we have 

𝐸 = 𝐸𝑃
𝑏 + 𝐸𝑟

𝑎𝑏 

     = ∫ 𝐿 ∙
1

𝑟2
 𝑑𝑟

𝑟𝑏

𝑟𝑎

 + 𝐸𝑟
𝑎𝑏 

      = 𝐿 (
1

𝑟𝑎

−
1

𝑟𝑏

) + 𝐸𝑟
𝑎𝑏                          (𝐸𝑞 − 12) 

Similarly, for the electron to move from rb to ra, we have  

𝐸 = 𝐸𝑃
𝑎 + 𝐸𝑟

𝑏𝑎  

     = ∫ 𝐿 ∙
1

𝑟2
 𝑑𝑟

−𝑟𝑎

−𝑟𝑏

 + 𝐸𝑟
𝑏𝑎 

      = 𝐿 (
1

𝑟𝑎

−
1

𝑟𝑏

) + 𝐸𝑟
𝑏𝑎                          (𝐸𝑞 − 13) 

 

In Eq-12, energy 𝐸𝑃
𝑏 should be understood as a potential for the electron to “drop” back toward 

the nucleus, and 𝐸𝑃
𝑎 in Eq-13 should be understood as the potential for the electron to be pushed 



(not just slowly elevated) away like being recoiled by a spring from the nucleus. Whe n the 

electron moves toward the nucleus, it is entering a region where the Aether particles gets denser 

and denser.  When moving in opposite direction, it is entering a region of less and less dense area.  

So, we naturally have  

𝐸𝑟
𝑏𝑎 > 𝐸𝑟

𝑎𝑏                        (𝐸𝑞 − 14) 

If we assume a cycle starts from a to b and back to a,  and further denote the ra in Eq-12 as  ra1 

and the ra in Eq-13 as  ra2 , given that E and rb in both Eq-12 and Eq-13 are equal, Eq-14 now 

would cause  

       𝑟𝑎2 > 𝑟𝑎1                                (𝐸𝑞 − 15) 

Eq-15 means that, receiving the same energy in both half cycles of the light wave, the 

electron cannot go back to the same location where it starts its moving cycle.   Rather, it ends up 

being farther from the nucleus.    

 The other way to read the same equations is that, going toward the nucleus from rb1 , then 

reversing the journey at ra and completes its moving cycle at rb2 , the electron will end up to have  

       𝑟𝑏2 > 𝑟𝑏1                               (𝐸𝑞 − 16) 

If the effect portrayed by Eq-15 and Eq-16 has chance to accumulate through many cycles, the 

electron will eventually egress the grip of the protons from the nucleus.    

 However, that we can arrive at getting Eq-15 and Eq-16 does not necessary mean that we 

can take it for granted that any light shining on the anode can cause photoelectric effect.  There 

are more factors coming in to play the role in the game of balance that determines whether the 

effect can really be realized.   

 If in a cycle, the going- in (toward the nucleus) distance is shorter than the going-out, it 

means the going-out speed is larger than that of the going- in.   This is inevitable because each 

trip takes the same amount of time, which is half of the period of a light wave. It is a well-known 

phenomenon that an object moving at higher speed in a fluid will encounter higher resistance, the 

magnitude of increase of the resistance is not even linearly proportional to the speed, but to the 

square of the speed.  The speed we are discussing is directly conducted by the speed of light.  

Therefore, although in the outgoing trip, the electron is going into a region less dense, its speed 

may agitate more drag from the Aether fluid.   This factor may well balance the trips so that each 

individual outgoing trip cannot gain enough distance to contribute to a larger than zero 

accumulation on distance to get away from the nucleus. 

 There is one way the above balance may get destroyed and an outgoing but longer 

journey is favored.  That is when the frequency of the incident light wave is high enough.  This is 

where the key is and the key is held by the so-called threshold frequency fo .   With a frequency 

above fo , for each complete cycle of the incident wave, we can have 

   
       𝑟𝑏2 − 𝑟𝑏1 = 𝑙 > 0                               (𝐸𝑞 − 17) 



Each Aether particle must have certain dimension. When the electron having completed 

the extra journey of l, l cannot be any value in a continuous spatial interval.  Instead, because of 

the formidable pressure of the Aether fluid, the electron can only stay at some pit where the 

shape of the Aether particles can yield a spatial pocket (Fig 19).  

 Equipped with enough momentum, a moving electron in Fig 19 can pry open a path for 

itself between the closely packed Aether particles.  When the electron gets to stop, it must stop at 

some point where adjacent Aether particles can be disjoined from each other and thus yield a pit.   

If the electron ever stops at somewhere no pit can be yielded, such as some middle point midway 

in an “alley” between two Aether particles, it will be squeezed out.  It then either goes forward 

more or backward again to the nearest pit. Since the distances between all these pits that the 

moving electron can find must be a multiple number of the dimension of the Aether particles, we 



can say that such distances are quantized, and we call these pits that can possibly provide 

“residence” for the electron the quantized pits.    

 With the idea of quantized pits, l in Eq-17 must lead to the following mathematical 

relationship:   

𝑙 = 𝑛𝑑                            (𝐸𝑞 − 18) 

where n is some integer, and d is the dimension of an Aether particle measured along the path of 

the electron’s movement.    

In viewing Fig 19, let’s keep in mind that Aether is some particle material fulfils 

everywhere in the universe other than just the two rows of rectangular bodies.  Indeed the actual 

shape of the Aether particles are not known but should be a topic of future research. The two 

rows of rectangle bodies in the picture are only presented for illustration.  The particles as a 

collection in spiral ribbon arrangement inevitably appearing as a result of the electron’s 

movement is also skipped in this picture.    

 Eq-17 and Eq-18 enable us to have   

       𝑟𝑏2 = 𝑟𝑏1 + 𝑛𝑑           (𝐸𝑞 − 19) 

An energy enabling the electron to reach 𝑟𝑏1 is what the so called work function requires.  As 

soon as n≠0, the electron is reaching rb2> rb1 and potentially leaving the nucleus.  Photoelectric  

effect thus takes place.  The same mechanism forced on by the continuously oncoming incident 

light waves just makes this freed electron keep dissociating itself farther and farther away from 

the nucleus.  Of course, the applied voltage between the two electrodes helps to reduce their 

chance of   the “home bound” trip.  Eq-19 also suggests another information: all values of  𝑟𝑏2 

that appear later and later in an electron’s back and forth run away trip are mathematically 

dependent on n, and are therefore discrete values between any two of them.  

 When an electron can free itself under the incident light of frequency f and fly to the 

anode, the kinematic energy it carries, according to Einstein’s’ photoelectric equation, is found 

as  

𝐸𝑘 = ℎ(𝑓 − 𝑓𝑜)                    (𝐸𝑞 − 20) 

where h is the famous Planck constant.  

It is with this kinematic energy that the electron can gain an extra distance of 𝑟𝑏2 − 𝑟𝑏1 

while overcoming a resistance force F from Aether.  If we consider F being constant, we can 

further have   

 

∫ 𝐹 ∙ 𝑑𝑠
𝑟𝑏2

𝑟𝑏1

= 𝐸𝑘 = ℎ(𝑓 − 𝑓𝑜 )                    (𝐸𝑞 − 21) 

where ds is a distance element.  



Obviously, if f and fo are equal, a constant F will lead to rb2=rb1, and thus no photoelectric effect 

happens. 

 

If we happen to have a frequency of f=fo+1 for the incident light, Eq-21 becomes 

𝐹(𝑟𝑏2 − 𝑟𝑏1) = ℎ, or  

ℎ = 𝐹𝑛𝑑                                  (𝐸𝑞 − 22) 

The quantity h as a constant requires that if F is a constant, nd must also be a constant.  

However, the constancy of F can only be assumed most of the time during the electron’s 

traveling.  F can have a different value near the following locations: (1) rb1, where the electron 

starts moving with zero speed; (2)  ra , where the electron reverses its moving direction, (3) rb2 , 

where the electron stops moving.    If the change of speed between the same two values for any 

moving mass is given less time to complete, the corresponding momentum change is bigger, and 

subsequently a bigger force must be applied.  This is what exactly happens to the electron that is 

excited by a light of higher and higher frequency, whose period is shorter and shorter.  Speed 

change in shorter period means a bigger F, which is a resistance force, in affecting the value of n 

in Eq-22.    

  Eq-21 and Eq-22 further lead to     

𝐸𝑘 = ℎ(𝑓 − 𝑓𝑜) 
      = 𝐹𝑛𝑑(𝑓 − 𝑓𝑜 )                      (𝐸𝑞 − 23) 

Ek is an unchanged value for an incident light which maintains the same frequency and 

intensity.  So Eq-23 tells us that with an incident light of higher frequency, regardless of its 

intensity, n ends up smaller in each cycle of the light propagation, and also that n is a unique 

number for each unique frequency of the incident light.   It is  𝑛(𝑓 − 𝑓𝑜), but not n or (𝑓 − 𝑓𝑜) 

individually, that enables the electron to end up moving faster at higher frequency.   



Fig 20 qualitatively suggests how the electron bound by a nucleus at the cathode responds 

to the movement of the electron at the light source.  The cathode electron faithfully synchronizes 

in frequency with the source electron.  However, their amplitude must be different.   With ≤ 𝑓0  , 

we must have nd=0.  In each moving, the moving amplitudes of the cathode electron must be 

smaller than that of the source electron because of two reasons: (1) The inevitable energy loss 

during the waves’ propagation; (2) the intensity of the light propagation must obey the law of 

1/r2, where r is the distance between the two electrons. With f > fo , 𝑛𝑑 ≠ 0, the cathode electron 

is gradually gaining distance approaching the source electron through the accumulation of nd.   

We should also allow the following to happen: the value of nd at the cathode electron’s later 

movement in Fig 20 may be bigger than its earlier movement because the electron is entering a 

less and less denser environment.   The idea of quantized pit must allow us to determine that the 

source electron must also stop at where a quantized pit is found upon the completion of each 

amplitude |1-2|, |2-3|, |3-4|, |4-5|…   



In all the above exploration regarding 

the nature of photoelectric effect, no concept 

of photon is involved.  It is the quantized pits 

that have “chopped up” a continuous energy 

train into discrete quantities.  This chopping 

up in our energy measurement read from the 

microscopic world has misled us to a belief of 

the existence of photons, or some quanta of 

energy. A simple analogy to how some 

continuous amount of energy can end up 

appearing discrete is shown in Fig 21.    In Fig 

21 (a), any amount of energy E found in a 

continuous interval can be applied to thrust 

the ball rolling upward then later roll back 

down because of gravitational force.  

Assuming no energy loss in the entire rolling 

trip, when the ball roll back to the bottom of 

the slope in (b), the same amount of energy E 

carried by the ball is recovered, with any  

amount in a continuous interval to start and 

with the same continuous amount found to be 

recovered. However, now, as shown in (c), 

when the ball rolls back down, for some 

reason a peg like any one of the 1, 2 or 3 

appears and the ball gets retained by the peg 

and stops there.   When the peg, such as peg 1, 

retreats, the ball is released. Then, at the bottom of the slope, the energy carried by the ball is 

always measured as an amount E’, not the initial amount E.  If the same retaining is caused by 

peg 2, another fix amount is measured at the bottom of the slop.  Peg 3 can have the same 

phenomenon repeat, but just cause a third fix amount to be measured.  All these three amounts of 

energy are discrete readings and different from each other, and all from one continuous “parent” 

amount of energy.  In case peg 1, 2, and 3 are invisible to us for some reason, we may just 

scratch our head why the ball must come down the slope with kinetic energy in discrete amount.   

In this author’s opinion, the genuine significance of the term “quantum” is of geometrical 

consequence.   

Upon leaving this subject on the nature of light, a concept now may have become more 

adoptable in our understanding about the nature of light. Light has duality, particle and wave.   

However, we now must further accept that it is the particles that have provided the material base 

for wave, a form of energy, to propagate.  While no wave can exist without the huge collection 

of particles, particles’ existence can be absolutely independent of the existence of any wave.   

Let’s go extreme: Aether exists in a world of absolute zero degree, but the prerequisite condition 

for such a world to exist is no existence of wave of any kind.         



Duality of light is what Newton insisted in his kingdom of classic physics.  He should be 

right and continue to be right. Bending his view with photon is not a valid approach in explaining 

his concept.  Indeed, when will the physics world remove the term ''classic'' in mentioning his 

kingdom?  Sooner or later people must find out that there is no classic physics or modern physics, 

but only correct course or incorrect course in the pursuance of answer in the physical world.   



Glossary, Abbreviation, Acronym 

(The content in this section is shared by all 4 papers of this series Aether, the Mother of All 

Forces in Nature) 

Aether drag      It is a fluid resistance presented by Aether against the movement of any particle. 

Aether particle     A physical combination of one negoff and one posoff, electrically neutral.  It is the 

most fundamental component of the Aether fluid.  

Aether sub-particle       Either the negoff or posoff .  For convenience of illustration, this particle only 

present these two sub-particles as the major components of the Aether fluid.  However, nothing in this 

article would suggest that these two are the only material components of the Aether fluid.  As least, in the 

section Certainty and Possibility, this article leaves a big room for neutrino to stand out as another major 
component of the Aether fluid.  

Armor layer        A layer of Aether fluid enveloping a nucleon or a nucleus.  In such a layer, a 

dominant portion of the Aether particles coexist with neighboring particles by forming unit after 

unit that looks like a pyramid in spatial structure. If each Aether particle has a shape like a 

perfectly spherical marble, the pyramid can be regarded as a tetrahedron, with its vertex at the 

center of each marble.  No other spatial structure consisted of round balls can be constructed to 

produce higher density arrangement than a tetrahedron.  If a force is evenly applied to squeeze 

over the tetrahedron, regardless of what magnitude of the squeezing force is, the tetrahedron will 

not yield in shape and its density will not increase.  If such a layer is to be laid on an absolutely 

flat surface, any marble can be found to form a tetrahedron with three neighboring marbles, and 

also have totally 12 point of contacts with all its immediate neighbors.  Unyielding in shape, 

once formed, such a layer is indestructible withstanding any outside crushing effort.  Besides 

calling this layer as an armor layer, this article sometimes also calls it a layer of 12 point contact 

aggregate (TPCA).  The layer can be in any thickness, depending on actual situation. 

 

Condensive force        The collective term of gravitational force and nuclear force.  Both forces are 

raised due to the same nature of the Aether's intrinsic pressure. 

Horizontal movement (or sliding movement, or gliding movement)     The movement of an electron in 

an atom tangential to the  nucleus.  

Irreversible thread         When a screw rod is aligned end to end with another screw rod and if the screw 

threads on both rods look different, the screw threads carried by both rods are irreversible threads. 

Reversing the direction of one of the rods will not make the screw threads between the two rods look the 
same.  

Negoff       one of the two components forming an Aether particle.  It is particularly sensitive to any 

negative charge in the way of showing repellence to each other.   The word is put together as an 
abbreviation of  neg(ative charge)-off 



Posoff      one of the two components forming an Aether particle.  It is particularly sensitive to any 

positive charge in the way of showing repellence to each other.   The word is put together as an 
abbreviation of  pos(itive charge)-off 

Reversible thread      When a screw rod is aligned end to end with another screw rod and if the screw 

threads on both rods look the same, the screw threads carried by both rods are reversible threads. 

Reversing the direction of one of the rods will not make the screw threads between the two rods look 
different.  

Vertical movement (or penetrating movement)       The movement of an electron in an atom toward the 

nucleus. 

Quantized pit         In elaborating the Armor layer above, an impeccable and consistent formation of 

continuous layer formed by some uniform tetrahedrons is said to be laid on an absolutely flat plane. If the 

plane is not flat but curving, the formation can no longer maintain its uniformity all over, but some spots 

where the tetrahedron formation is interrupted must show up somewhere.   At where such interruption 

shows up, some empty space larger than what a compact tetrahedron allows would appear.  we hereby 

call the interrupting space the pit.  The pits resulted by such an interruption is an inevitable result of 

geometry:  No smaller balls can perfectly cover the surface of a larger ball with absolute evenness. 

Placing another layer of the smaller balls over the first layer would not change the outcome.  The distance 

between various pits and their inconsistent sizes between each other should follow some mathematical 

rule that this author is unable to tackle.  Adding to this geometrical rule, if the covering is done with the 

Aether particles covering the nucleons, the pits would be further determined to appear by the influence of 

Aether's intrinsic pressure, electrical charge magnitude, magnetic moment, atomic number, layer 

distribution of nucleons in a nucleus... When an electron moves in the vicinity of the nuclei, these pits 

would prevent it from completing each trip with smooth and continuous acceleration or deceleration.  

Instead, their trip distance and their traveling momentum must manifest themselves with discrete 
quantities.   For this reason, the pits are further called quantized pits in this particle. 

 

TPCA  Twelve point contact aggregate.  Refer to "armor layer" for more details. 
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